Weekend 1: Healing roots – personal, social and Kingdom awareness

Here, in the context of the empowering ministry of the Spirit, we journey together in discovering self, social and Kingdom awareness. Disciples of Jesus need to be grounded in a healthy self and social awareness before we can engage with the healing power of the Kingdom.

**Healing service:** Depression, hope and healing

Weekend 2: Healthy growth - from awareness to healing of wounds

We are all in need of healing, emotionally and physically. In “healing our wounds” we create a safe environment for the Spirit to bring holistic healing. This will ultimately lead to more integration, healthier Christian living, and be seeds for us to become ambassadors of healing.

**Healing service:** From wounds to scars

Weekend 3: Bearing fruit - from healing to empowerment for ministry.

Our healing leads to insight and the acknowledgement that we minister as "wounded healers" in the power of the Holy Spirit. The means for empowerment is the presence of the Spirit and the gifts of the Spirit. This session is for all who want to explore and practice the gifts of the Spirit.

**Healing service:** Empowered for ministry
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Healing Encounters

Integrating a ministry of mental health and healing into the local church
Healing Encounters

A ministry for the local church with the passion to:

- Create healing spaces within churches on issues of mental health, self awareness and social inclusion
- Consolidate the healing ministry in the life of the church

A partnership opportunity to bring vitality and energy into all aspects of your church’s life through the empowering and healing ministry of the Holy Spirit

The approach

Undergirding this approach is the sensitive, gentle, yet powerful ministry of the Holy Spirit, rooted in the work of Jesus on the cross and in the love of the Father. The approach to the Holy Spirit is akin to that of Alpha (the course popularized by Nicky Gumbel). There is an emphasis on the presence of the Spirit. It is suitable for churches that wish to explore this kind of ministry.

Programme overview

Over the course of a year, Paul will work with your pastoral team, ministry/healing team and congregation. The integration program consists of 3 Saturday morning practical and engaging workshops, 3 healing services and 6 sessions of midweek training for a healing/ministry team.

Outcomes

- A ministry team, self and socially aware and competent to minister in the power of the Holy Spirit
- A congregation enthused for healing, service and mission
- A community drawn into the church through relevant and powerful ministry

“We have never experienced such an outpouring of the Holy Spirit in all my years of ministry. Thank you Paul Cameron for being the vessel that God used this past weekend to bless [our] congregation.”

Rev John Beck
Phalaborwa Methodist Church

Personal, social and Kingdom awareness

From awareness to healing of wounds

From healing to empowerment for ministry